
 

 

 1. Rupee Trade Settlement Mechanism 

Topic:  Economy 

In News: Banks from India's neighbouring island nation have opened special rupee trading 

accounts, called Vostro accounts. 

More on the Topic 

 RTS mechanism uses rupees instead of dollars and other big currencies for 
international transactions. 

 Rupee settlement means that the citizens of countries opted for rupee settlement can 
now hold $10,000 (INR 8,26,823) in physical form.  

 RTS mechanism uses rupees instead of dollars and other big currencies for international 
transactions. 

 Reserve Bank of India in July 2022 set up RTS mechanism after the western sanctions on 
Russia over Ukraine War. 

India's efforts for Rupee's internationalisation: 

 Internationalisation of the rupee is a process that involves increasing use of the local 
currency in cross-border transactions.  

 It involves promoting the rupee for import and export trade and then other current 
account transactions followed by its use in capital account transactions. 

 The Reserve Bank of India in July had notified the new mechanism for settling 
international trade in the rupee.  

 This was aimed at not just reducing the rupee against the dollar but also 
internationalising the Indian currency. 

Benefits of Internationalisation of Rupee: 



 

 

 India is a capital deficient country, and hence needs foreign capital to fund its growth. 
The requirement for maintaining foreign exchange reserves decreases with 
internationalisation of Rupee. 

 India becomes less susceptible to outside shocks by reducing its reliance on foreign 
money. 

 Improved rupee acceptability and commerce would give Indian companies more 
negotiating leverage, which would weigh down the Indian economy and raise India’s 
standing and respect around the world.  

 It is the ability to effectively build a business while being protected from currency 
volatility which will increase the likelihood that Indian companies will expand 
internationally. 

 Currency risk is reduced for Indian enterprises when using the rupee in international 
dealings.  

 The value of the rupee will increase with its internationalisation. In other words, it will 
increase demand for the rupee in global trade.  

Disadvantages of Internationalisation of Rupee: 

 India lacks sufficient capital, hence foreign investment is required to finance its 
economic expansion.  

 There will be tightened exchange rate volatility. 

 Complicates Domestic Monetary Policy by limiting its effectiveness and independence. 

 Reduced Reserve Accretion, i.e. gradual and incremental growth of reserve assets. 
Source: Indian Express      
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 2. North Eastern Council  
Topic: Polity and Governance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

In News:  Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi addressed the meeting of North Eastern Council 

(NEC) in Shillong. 

More on the Topic: 

 The meeting marks the golden jubilee celebration of the North Eastern Council, which 
was formally inaugurated in 1972. 

 North-Eastern Council (NEC) means the nodal agency for the social and economic 
development of the North Eastern region in India.  

 The North-Eastern Council includes 8 north-eastern states: Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, 
Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram, Sikkim, Nagaland, and Tripura.  

 The formation of the NEC marked the beginning of a new chapter of concerted and 
planned effort for the region's rapid development.  

 NEC members: the Governors and the Chief Ministers of the 8 states including Sikkim, 
Chairman and 3 members who are nominated by the country’s President.  

Functions: 

 To discuss any matter in which some or all of the States represented in the Council have 
a common interest and advise the Central Government and the Governments of the 
States concerned as to the action to be taken on any such matter, particularly with 
regard to: 

 any matter of common interest in the field of economic and social planning. 

 any matter concerning inter-State Transport and Communications. 

 any matter relating to Power or Flood-control projects of common interest. 
Source: PIB 
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 3. GST Council 
Topic: Economy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In News: The 48th Goods and Service Tax (GST) Council meeting has concluded recently. 

More on the Topic: 

 The Council has doubled the threshold for launching prosecution from Rs 1 crore to Rs 2 
crore.  

 GST reduction on husk on pulses was announced. Tax on husk reduced to nil from five 
percent. Ethyl alcohol or biofuel- supplied to refineries for blending with motor spirit 
(petrol) down to five percent from 18 percent. 



 

 

 Decriminalise GST offences under Section 132 of Central GST Act, 2017 such as 
obstruction or preventing any officers from discharging their duty, deliberate tampering 
of material evidence etc. 

 GST on online gaming and casinos was not discussed. 

 No decisions on taxation of tobacco and Gutka GST has been taken. 
About GST Council? 

 The GST Council is a joint forum of the Centre and the states. 

 GST Council is a constitutional body. 

 It was set up by the President as per Article 279A (1) of the amended Constitution. 

 The members of the Council include the Union Finance Minister (chairperson), the 
Union Minister of State (Finance) from the Centre. 

 Each state can nominate a minister in-charge of finance or taxation or any other 
minister as a member. 

Functions: 

 The Council, according to Article 279, is meant to “make recommendations to the Union 
and the states on important issues related to GST, like the goods and services that may 
be subjected or exempted from GST, model GST Laws”. 

 It also decides on various rate slabs of GST. 
Source: Hindu 

 4. Scholarship for Higher Education for Young Achievers Scheme 

(SHREYAS) 
 Topic: Government Schemes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

In News:  Underutilisation of the funds allocated for Scholarship for Higher Education for Young 

Achievers Scheme (SHREYAS) has been reported by the Parliamentary Panel. 

More on the Topic:  

 The main objective of the schemes is Educational Empowerment of SC, OBC & EBC 
students by way of awarding fellowship (financial assistance) in obtaining quality higher 
education and interest subsidy on educational loan for overseas studies. 

 It is a Central Sector Scheme (CSS) under Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment 

 The scheme is designed to provide a total number of 1000 Junior Research Fellowships 
per year to undertake advanced studies and research leading to M.Phil. /Ph.D. Degrees. 

 The UGC is the nodal agency for implementing the scheme. 
Source: Indian Express 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

5.Panda Task Force 

Topic: Social Justice 

In News:  Opposition MPs question government’s inaction on 2014 task force’s 

recommendation of over 40 communities for inclusion. 

More on the Topic: 

 The Panda Task Force, constituted in February 2014 under the leadership of erstwhile 
Tribal Affairs Secretary Hrusikesh Panda, had compiled a comprehensive list of over 40 
communities from across the country that it felt should be included in ST lists on a 
priority basis. 

 Some of the tribes listed includes Pulayan (and synonyms) community in Tamil Nadu., 
Konda Kumari community (and its synonyms) in Andhra Pradesh, ) in Andhra Pradesh, 
Kandha Kumbhar, Jodia (and synonyms), Chuktia Bhunjia, Mankidia, Porja (and 
synonyms) etc. in Odisha. 

 The task force had noted that these communities continued to be excluded or were 
facing delays in inclusion due to the current procedure and criteria for inclusion in ST 
lists and had recommended changes to both.  

 It had said the procedure “defeats the Constitutional agenda for affirmative action and 
inclusion”, was “cumbersome” and “time-consuming” and that the criteria for defining 
communities as STs based on their characteristic traits (being followed since the 1960s) 
was “obsolete”. 

Source: Business Standard 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Crime and Criminal Tracking Network System (CCTNS) 

Topic: Governance 

 

In News: Haryana Police was awarded the first rank among all major state police in 

implementation of the Crime and Criminal Tracking Network System (CCTNS). 

More on the Topic: 

 The Crime and Criminal Tracking Networks and Systems, abbreviated to CCTNS, is a 
project under the Indian government for creating a comprehensive and integrated 
system for effective policing through e-Governance. 



 

 

 It aims at creating a comprehensive and integrated system for enhancing the efficiency 
and effectiveness of policing at the Police Station level.  

 CCTNS is a Mission Mode Project (MMP) under the National e-Governance Plan of Govt. 
of India. 

Implementation: 

 The Project will interconnect about 15000 Police Stations and additional 5000 offices of 
supervisory police officers across the country and digitize data related to FIR 
registration, investigation and charge sheets in all Police Stations. 

 It will not only automate Police functions at Police station and higher levels but will also 
create facilities and mechanism to provide public services like registration of online 
complaints, ascertaining the status of case registered at the police station, verification 
of persons etc. 

 In 2015, an additional objective of establishing a basic platform for an Inter-operable 
Criminal Justice System (ICJS) was added to the Project. 

Source: Business Standard 

 

7.   Global antimicrobial resistance and use surveillance system 

(GLASS) report: 2022 

Topic: Environment and Ecology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In News: Asia WHO has released GLASS report. 



 

 

More on the Topic: 

 The WHO Global Antimicrobial Resistance and Use Surveillance System (GLASS) was 
launched in 2015 to foster AMR surveillance and inform strategies to contain AMR.  

 2022 report summarises global AMR and Antimicrobial Consumption (AMC) data to 
date. 

 It builds an evidence-based case to address ongoing limitations and gaps through 
strategic and concrete actions in next phase of GLASS. 

About Anti microbial Resistance: 

 Antimicrobial resistance occurs when microbes evolve mechanisms that protect them 
from the effects of antimicrobials drugs. This makes infections harder to treat. All 
classes of microbes can evolve resistance. Fungi evolve antifungal Viruses evolve 
antiviral resistance. 

Source: Business Standard 


